Selecting an Extension Cable

Selecting an Extension Cable:

Will you be using this cable in a Studio?

YES

- 20 amp to Edison Jumper Cable
- Studio Extension 20 amp to 20 amp (Plug in)
- I need to extend power from an outlet in the grid

NO

- 40 or Grids
- I need to power one Edison fixture (up to 2000W)
- I need to power two Edison fixtures (up to 2000W total)
- 20 amp Twist Lock to Edison Duplex

Which Studio?

- 4A, 6B or Grids
  - I need to power two Edison fixtures (up to 1500W)
  - 3000 Watt Breakout Box
  - Studio Extension Quad Box Edison 50A
  - Studio Extension Duplex Edison 50A

- 10A, 4C
  - I need to power four Edison fixtures (up to 15000W)

How many outlets are needed?

- Up to 4

Where is the power source?

- A house, apartment or older building
  - Quad GFCI - 50' Yellow and Grey Cable (MAX 1500 WATTS)
  - 25' or 50' Heavy Duty Black and Yellow Quad Cable (MAX 2000 WATTS)

- A modern or industrial building with 20 amp Edison outlets
  - 50' Heavy Duty Extension Cable with black point
  - 50' Extra Heavy Duty Extension Cable with brown point

I need to power up to 1000W

I need to power 1000-1500 W

I need to power 1500-2000 W

I need to power up to 3000 Watts

Checking an Extension Cable:

Is the ground pin missing?

NO

Are there burn marks on the ends?

NO

Are there nicks in the cable?

NO

Does the cable work?

YES

Don’t Use! Give to a Staff Member!

YES

Okay to use